Authentically
ENGLISH
Artist Nicola Grellier creates an assortment
of colourful sewing kits to inspire people
around the world to take up this traditional,
therapeutic and accessible pastime

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP The smallest kits take about nine hours to sew.
Cushion pads are not included within the kits, but they do come with
colour printed canvas, wool, a needle pack and instructions.
The wool comes from Appletons, which has been trading for 180 years.
A 2005 collage by Grellier, featuring a silhouette of a dog partially
covering the words ‘Made in England’, inspired the company name.
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hilst some may have greatness thrust upon them,
others are simply chivvied into great things by
lifelong friends. The latter is true for artist Nicola
Grellier, who went into business with Georgina
Holt to set up Mad in England, a bespoke needlepoint kit
company, where vibrant designs are created with a personal touch.
“We’ve been friends since we were five,” explains Grellier,
“Georgina had been watching me making patterns and pictures for
my own amusement and bullied me into starting a business.”
After Holt administered the necessary nudge in the right
direction, Mad in England started to take form in 2011 and now
offers a strong range of sewing kits and a bespoke design service.
“The patterns started as an extension of my paintings,” says
Grellier, who trained at Chelsea Art School in the 1980s and has
been working as an artist ever since. “I was doing a design of a bull
and Georgina said, ‘come on, we can make a business out of this’.”
With a love of needlepoint running in the family – Grellier’s
mother taught her to sew and two of her daughters are currently
employed within the business – needle and thread was the obvious
choice of material for Grellier’s designs. “It’s very pictorial and
graphic; it’s like making a painting or collage. It translates across
the disciplines really obviously to me. It’s very therapeutic.”
Grellier’s youngest daughter also provided the inspiration
behind Mad in England’s ‘Love Pillows’, created from children’s
writing and drawings. “We get a scan of a child’s drawing and then
turn it into a piece that we send out completely finished. We trace
the scan onto the canvas then we sew it. We use slightly different
canvas for this, with more holes, so you can get more detail.”
Since starting the business, Grellier continues to think of ways
to expand the brand, but when it comes to sewing kits, the sky is
(almost) the limit. “I’d love to [design] a huge one. The physical
side is easy; it’s the timing – someone who wants to do something
along the lines of the Bayeux Tapestry has got to commit!” n

